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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is a very well written manuscript which comprehensively reviews the current literature on
genetic factors associated with functional dyspepsia. There are a few typographic/ grammatical
errors that I would like to draw the authors' attention to prior to acceptance: - The title should read
"Gene polymorphisms associated with functional dyspepsia..." not "Genes polymorphisms" (same for
running title and elsewhere in the paper, gene should be singular, polymorphisms is in plural form) first sentence in 2nd paragraph of Introduction "While FD pathophysiology is not a well-elucidated
yet..." should read "While FD pathophysiology is not well elucidated yet..." - page 13 last paragraph:
"alimentary track" should read "alimentary tract". - page 14 last paragraph "In addition the definition
of FD which has changed overtime..." should read "In addition the definition of FD has changed over
time..." - page 15 Conclusions: "psychosocial" is misspelt in first sentence. Also second last sentence
should read "Properly" not "Proper". There may be other errors that I have missed - please check the
manuscript carefully before re-submission.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The paper is a good and well detailed review on the putative role of different genes in the
pathogenesis of functional dyspepsia. Some typing errors require corrections.
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